Here you see
Here you see a building
Full of shattered windows
Words spayed on the walls
What holds it is love and respect
But there is no one out there to give it that
Here you see a community
Small but outgoing
Fragile but well-spoken
No food
clothes
Medicine
But a lot of love to share
Here you see a school
Full of love and excitement
But with no resources
No papers
No pen
No nurse
Here you see a nursing home
Full of joy and happiness
Full of love and care
For any size
Everyone there are attached to a circle of friendship
Everyone there are the reason there is still hope
Here you see a church
Full of hope and praise
Working together to become something bigger
To bring back more change

Here you see…Detroit
A place that balances the bad and good
A place of happiness and joy
A place of agony and despair
And all you can see are the buildings
Know what do you see here?
Key Notes:
As You can see my trip to Detroit was very inspirational and has impacted me as an individual in
the long run. I am very proud of the service that all of us has done on the trip and the memories that
fulfil it. Just being part of this group has channel my understanding to become stronger then I am and to
be bless of the things that’s been provided for me. To see Detroit’s struggle and their changes is
completely remarkable. There’s been a quote that’s been on my mind for a while. It stated that, “at the
end of the day it’s not about what you have or even what you accomplished… it’s about who you lifted
up, who you’ve made better. It’s about what your given back. This quote expresses the meaning of
being selfless, not being selfish. I will never forget this experience and will use it for the future. This
service trip has been an everlasting moment that I will cherish forever.

